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Abstract: Contaminated methanol has very good potential for being utilized in formaldehyde production
instead of its destructive abatement. The activities, selectivities and stabilities of cobalt–alumina and
cobalt–alumina–ceria catalysts prepared by the hydrotalcite-method were investigated in formaldehyde
production from emissions of methanol and methanethiol. Catalysts were thoroughly characterized
and the relationships between the characterization results and the catalytic performances were drawn.
The preparation method used led to the formation of spinel-type structures in the form of Co2AlO4

based on x-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy. Ceria seems to be present as CeO2, even
though interaction with alumina is possible in the fresh catalyst. The same structure is maintained after
pelletizing the cobalt–alumina–ceria catalyst. The cobalt–alumina–ceria catalyst was slightly better in
formaldehyde production, probably due to lower redox temperatures and higher amounts of acidity
and basicity. Methanol conversion is negatively affected by the presence of methanethiol; however,
formaldehyde yields are improved. The stability of the pelletized catalyst was promising based on a
16 h experiment. During the experiment, cobalt was oxidized (Co2+

→ Co3+), cerium was reduced (Ce4+

→ Ce3+) and sulfates were formed, especially on the outer surface of the pellet. These changes affected
the low temperature performance of the catalyst; however, the formaldehyde yield was unchanged.

Keywords: environmental catalysis; methanethiol oxidative desulfurization; methanol oxidative
hydrogenation; mixed oxide; spinel; VOC-emission utilization

1. Introduction

In the chemical pulp industry, significant amounts of methanol-rich (MeOH) volatile organic
compound (VOC) emissions are formed [1]. At the moment, this contaminated methanol is used in
the power production of the mill, because methanol is contaminated with reduced sulfur compounds.
Typical reduced sulfur compounds present in pulp mill emissions are methanethiol (MT) and dimethyl
disulfide (DMDS). Finding sulfur-resistant and economical catalytic materials for the destruction
or utilization of these emissions is a timely research task. In this work, utilization of contaminated
methanol was studied as a reactant in formaldehyde (FO) production.
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Earlier studies on the utilization of contaminated methanol concentrate on the use of vanadium
catalysts. The motivation for this work originated from the fact that vanadium catalysts, which have
been proven to be active in this application, may lose vanadium via evaporation at higher operation
temperatures. The thermal stability of the vanadia catalysts depends on the support [2–4] and melting
point of the metal oxide (Tmp). Operation conditions can be estimated by using Hüttig (0.3Tmp) and
Tamman (0.5Tmp) temperatures (◦K), which correlate with thermal stability [5,6]. The melting point of
pure V2O5 is 963 K (690 ◦C). Based on the Hüttig and Tamman temperatures, the atoms at the defects
of vanadia particles become mobile already at 289 K (16 ◦C), and finally, the bulk atoms become mobile
at 482 K (209 ◦C), leading to the sintering of the vanadia particles. Other vanadia species, such as VO2

and V2O3, are more temperature stable.
Replacing vanadium with another active and more stable catalytic material would be very significant.

One alternative to replace vanadium with is cobalt. Supported cobalt catalysts are known to be active
in VOC oxidation, and they are an economical choice compared with noble metal catalysts [7–11]. Pure
cobalt and cobalt oxides have a higher melting point (900–1495 ◦C) than vanadia [12]. Thus, the operation
temperature can be higher with cobalt oxide samples than with vanadia samples.

Since cobalt is also toxic [13,14], our plan was to fix cobalt in a spinel structure. One way to realize
this, is to use hydrotalcite-like compounds as precursors of mixed oxides. They have excellent potential
for the generation of well dispersed, active and very stable catalysts. This class of layered double
hydroxides consists of positively charged metal hydroxide layers separated from each other by anions
and water molecules. A wide range of possible cations and anions that could be incorporated into
the hydrotalcite (HT) structure gives rise to several modified materials [15]. Indeed, after calcination
treatment, mixed oxides are formed; they have unique properties, such as large surface areas and
porosity, good thermal stability, good homogeneity of mixed oxides, unique basic properties and high
metal dispersion [16–18]. Furthermore, the use of cobalt oxide promoted by cerium oxide can lead
to an improvement in the oxygen storage capacity, which evidently enhances the oxidation process.
The most important ceria property is the oxygen reservoir corresponding to the storage and the release
of oxygen via a redox shift between Ce4+ and Ce3+ [19].

An important factor in the utilization of contaminated methanol is catalyst stability in the presence
of sulfur. Sulfur poisoning of cobalt containing catalysts has been studied with promising results
in many applications; e.g., Fischer–Tropsch synthesis [20], methanation [21,22] and water-gas-shift
reaction [23,24]. However, the scientific information on the utilization of Co-catalysis in pulp mill
emission treatment requires further work.

The main aim of this study was to find out new information on the applicability of the studied
cobalt–alumina and cobalt–alumina–ceria mixed oxide catalysts in the utilization of contaminated
methanol in formaldehyde production. In addition to activity and selectivity, the resistance of the
pelletized cobalt–alumina–ceria catalyst towards sulfur deactivation was studied.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Characterization

In this section, we give the results of the characterization related to the material preparation
and fresh samples. Most of the characterization results of the pellet-shaped samples are described in
connection to the stability tests.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shows that the catalyst’s structure does not change above
500 ◦C (Figure 1). For that reason, the calcination of CoAl and CoAlCe was carried out at 500 ◦C.
The thermal decomposition of the CoAl hydrotalcite (HT) precursor is displayed in Figure 1. Typically,
the DTA (differential thermal analysis) profile of the hydrotalcite structure contains three endothermic
peaks [18,25,26]. However, the decomposition of hydrotalcite structure is described by four steps:
(1) elimination of physisorbed water (Peak A in Figure 1), (2) elimination of the interlayer water
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(Peak B in Figure 1), (3) brucite layer dehydroxylation and (4) loss of interlayer anions (Peak C in
Figure 1) [18,25,26].Catalysts 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 24 
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[27,28]. In addition of the spinel structures, cerianite CeO2 phase (♦) (ICDD-JCPDS 34-0394) is also 
observed in the CoAlCe diffractogram. The diffraction peak at 47.6° can be also attributed to 
hexagonal Co–Ce–O phase (ICDD-JCPDS 04-3282). According to Huang et al. 2015 [29], this Co–Ce 
interaction becomes stronger when calcination temperature is higher than 400 °C. A single oxide, 
CeO2, shows clear diffraction patterns of the cubic cerianite phase. Co3O4 single oxide is identified as 
the cubic phase (ICDD-JCPDS 42-1467) and Al2O3 shows the characteristics of the cubic gamma phase 
based on the ICDD-JCPDS 01-1303 file. Calculated crystallite sizes of Co species for CoAl and CoAlCe 
catalysts were 9 nm and 13 nm, respectively. 

Figure 1. TGA-DTA results of the CoAl hydrotalcite precursor.

The destruction of the hydrotalcite structure has been followed by in-situ XRD (X-ray diffraction)
equipped with a temperature programmed chamber. Figure 2 shows that the cobalt-alumina hydrotalcite
structure (Co6Al2(OH)16 · 4H2O) is destroyed and mixed oxide metal structure (Co3O4, CoAl2O4 or
Co2AlO4) formed when temperature is increased (see also, Supplementary Material Figure S1).
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Figure 2. Temperature-programmed XRD diffractograms of CoAl starting from hydrotalcite and ending
up to a mixed metal oxide structure.

Figure 3 shows XRD results of the calcined mixed and single oxides. For CoAl and CoAlCe,
a crystalline phase (∗) corresponding to three spinel phases was evidenced: Co3O4 (ICDD-JCPDS
42-1467), CoAl2O4 (ICDD-JCPDS 44-0160) or Co2AlO4 (ICDD-JCPDS 38-0814). These phases cannot
be distinguished from each other, since their diffraction peaks are close both in intensity and in
position [27,28]. In addition of the spinel structures, cerianite CeO2 phase (�) (ICDD-JCPDS 34-0394)
is also observed in the CoAlCe diffractogram. The diffraction peak at 47.6◦ can be also attributed to
hexagonal Co–Ce–O phase (ICDD-JCPDS 04-3282). According to Huang et al. 2015 [29], this Co–Ce
interaction becomes stronger when calcination temperature is higher than 400 ◦C. A single oxide, CeO2,
shows clear diffraction patterns of the cubic cerianite phase. Co3O4 single oxide is identified as the
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cubic phase (ICDD-JCPDS 42-1467) and Al2O3 shows the characteristics of the cubic gamma phase
based on the ICDD-JCPDS 01-1303 file. Calculated crystallite sizes of Co species for CoAl and CoAlCe
catalysts were 9 nm and 13 nm, respectively.Catalysts 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 24 
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Further information on the spinel phases of the mixed oxides was studied by Raman spectroscopy.
The timegated Raman (TG-Raman) results of the mixed oxides are presented in Figure 4. For the sake
of the comparison, the spectra of the single oxides are included in the figure.

The spectra of the Co3O4 show five main peaks at 673, 606, 515, 472 and 192 cm−1. The peak at
673 cm−1 with A1g symmetry can be attributed to the octahedral sites CoO6 (Co3+), whereas the peaks
at 192 cm−1 correspond to the tetrahedral sites CoO4 (Co2+) with the F2g symmetry mode [30–33].
The bands at 606 cm−1 and 515 cm−1 can be attributed to the Fg2 symmetry mode and the peak
at 472 cm−1 corresponds to the Eg mode [30–33]. The spectrum of the CeO2 was associated with
one intense peak at 465 cm−1, which can be assigned to the symmetric O–Ce–O stretching mode of
CeO2 [34–36]. In addition, two weak bands can be found at around 263 cm−1 and 612 cm−1. These weak
bands may be due to disturbances in the fluorite-structure of lattice [37].

It is well known that alumina is not very Raman active, which is why measurements were
performed with the TG-Raman device, which is able to decrease fluorescence interference of the spectra
compared to the conventional Raman device. The Al2O3 spectrum shows a group of bands between 550
and 860 cm−1. These peaks can be attributed the Al–OH deformation and translation vibrations [38,39].
The bands at 423 cm−1 and 292 cm−1 could be related to the Al–O–Al skeletal flexing vibrations [38,39].
Liu et al. [40] have calculated the Raman spectra of spinel and nonspinel models for γ-Al2O3. In the
calculated data, the strongest peak is located at about 400 cm−1 for both models. However, the spinel
model shows medium peaks at the wave numbers between 100 and 350 cm−1, while the nonspinel
model has only weak peaks in this range [40]. In our measurements, the strongest feature is detected
between 395 and 478 cm−1. Peaks were also observed in low wave number range, indicating the
presence of a spinel structure.

The Raman spectra for cobalt alumina mixed oxides contain several similar bands with Co3O4 [41],
and for that reason determination of different phases is very challenging. In our case, Raman spectra
of the mixed oxides contain almost similar bands with pure Co3O4, but slight broadening of the peaks
between 686–456 cm−1 can be observed. In addition to this, bands shift slightly at lower wavenumbers
with CoAlCe and slightly higher wavenumbers with CoAl. This may indicate interactions between
cobalt, alumina and/or ceria [42–44]. On the other hand, in the Raman spectra of the mixed oxides,
no clear peaks are observed at 412 and 753 cm−1, which could be an indication that CoAl2O4 is not
formed [45,46]. Based on these results and earlier studies [47,48], it can be proven that a mixed oxide
of Co2AlO4 was formed. In the case of CoAlCe, the peak at 456 cm−1 appears due to the symmetric
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O–Ce–O stretching mode (F2g) of CeO2 [34,35]. Shyu et al. [37] observed the appearance of peaks at
250, 268, 288, 383, 558, 623, 739, 772 and 840 cm−1 for CeO2/Al2O3. They propose that these additional
peaks indicate the presence of Ce interactions with alumina. Similar peaks were observed in our case
as well; however, due to the presence of Co species, the indications are not conclusive.

Based on the XRD and Raman measurements, we can conclude that the hydrotalcite structure
was decomposed, and the spinel-type structure formed during the thermal treatment of the samples.
The spinel-type structure is most probably in the form of Co2AlO4.Catalysts 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 24 
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of the mixed and single oxides.

Specific surface areas, pore volumes and pore sizes of the materials are presented in Table 1. Based
on the N2 physisorption, Co3O4 had the lowest surface area, and the cobalt containing mixed oxides
showed similar specific surface areas to alumina and ceria. The cobalt oxide had larger pores than the
other samples, which was expected based on the lowest surface area. Elemental analysis for mixed
oxides is reported in Table 2.
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Table 1. Specific surface areas, pore volumes and sizes of the samples.

Sample Specific Surface Area
(m2 g−1)

Total Pore Volume
(cm3 g−1)

Average Pore Size (nm)

Co3O4 25 0.1 14
Al2O3 130 0.2 7
CeO2 125 0.2 6
CoAl 125 0.2 8

CoAlCe 110 0.1 4

Table 2. Elemental analysis of CoAl, CoAlCe determined by ICP.

Sample
Stoichiometry

Co Al Ce

CoAl 6 2.1 -
CoAlCe 6 1.1 0.8

Temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR), oxidation (TPO), NH3 desorption (NH3-TPD)
and CO2 desorption (CO2-TPD) analyses were performed for the CoAl, CoAlCe and CoAlCe-P
samples. The profiles of the temperature programmed measurements are illustrated in Figure 5.
The consumptions of H2, O2, NH3 and CO2 are presented in Table 3.Catalysts 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 24 
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Table 3. Consumption of H2, O2, NH3 and CO2 in H2-TPR, TPO, NH3 -TPD and CO2 -TPD experiments.

Sample

H2 Consumption O2 Consumption NH3 Consumption CO2 Consumption

µmol
g−1

µmol
m−2

µmol
g−1

µmol
m−2

µmol
g−1

µmol
m−2

µmol
g−1

µmol
m−2

CoAl 2400 19.2 204 1.6 151 1.2 132 1.1
CoAlCe 2016 18.3 202 1.8 182 1.7 184 1.7

CoAlCe-P 1556 18.3 155 1.8 130 1.5 102 1.2

According to Genty et al. [27,49], the reduction of these materials is composed of two reduction
zones, below 400 ◦C and above 400 ◦C. At the zone above 400 ◦C, reduction of cobalt-aluminum spinel
species (CoAl2O4 and Co2AlO4) to Co0 occurs, which is above the used reaction temperature. In the
current study, we focused on the temperatures up to 500 ◦C due to experimental conditions for the
catalytic experiment. In the H2-TPR analyses, the observed main reduction peak for CoAl at 312 ◦C
indicates the reduction of the Co3O4 to metal cobalt (Co0) [27,49]. The H2-TPR results show that the
addition of ceria decreased the consumption of H2 and shifted the reduction temperature by 40 ◦C
with a powder sample and 17 ◦C with a pellet sample. An additional reduction peak was observed for
CoAlCe at 144 ◦C. This may be due to a change in the reduction behavior due to the presence of ceria,
but also reduction of Co3+ to Co2+, since the CoAlCe catalyst contains twice the amount of Co3+ on its
surface shown by XPS compared to the CoAlCe-P catalysts.

The TPO results are in agreement with the H2-TPR results. Ceria addition increases both the
total acidity and basicity of the powder sample and shifts NH3 and CO2 desorption temperatures to
lower levels. When comparing the results of the powdery CoAlCe and CoAlCe pellets, we can see that
consumptions (µmol g−1) of H2, O2 NH3 and CO2 are lower with the CoAlCe-P. However, there are no
significant differences in these consumption values, when results are compared in terms of surface area.
Concerning of the strengths of the sites [50–52], all mixed oxides indicate the presence of weak acid
sites and weak and medium basic sites. Strong sites were not quantified due to the temperature range.

2.2. Production of Formaldehyde from Methanol and Methanethiol Mixture

In the beginning, the mixed oxide catalysts were tested in the model reaction for formaldehyde
production from the contaminated methanol. In this case, the reactant mixture contained 500 ppm
of methanol (MeOH) and methanethiol (MT) as the sulfur-containing contaminants. Formaldehyde
(FO) production from methanethiol and methanol occurs via oxidative dehydrogenation of methanol
(Equation (1)) and oxidative desulfurization (Equation (2)):

CH3OH +
1
2

O2→ HCHO + H2O (1)

CH3SH + 2 O2→ HCHO + SO2 + H2O (2)

Other reaction products can be formed by the following reactions [53–57]:

2 CH3SH→ CH3SCH3 + H2S (3)

2 CH3SH +
1
2

O2→ (CH3)2S2 + H2O (4)

HCHO +
1
2

O2→ CO + H2O (5)

CH3SSCH3 + 11/2 O2→ 2 SO2 + 2 CO2 +3 H2O (6)

The results of the light-off tests are presented in Figure 6. Overall, MT reacted at lower temperature
than MeOH over all the samples except alumina. The MT conversion was nearly 100% at 350 ◦C over
the CoAlCe catalysts and 365 ◦C over the CoAl catalyst. The MeOH conversion was nearly 100% at
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455 ◦C with both the mixed oxide catalysts. Of the single oxides, Co3O4 and CeO2 showed higher
activity than alumina. The complete MT and MeOH conversions were reached at similar temperatures,
290 ◦C and 425 ◦C, respectively. Both methanethiol and methanol were converted at lower temperatures
over Co3O4 and CeO2 single oxides compared to the mixed oxide catalysts. The activity of Al2O3

based on the MT conversion was significantly lower than that of CeO2 and Co3O4 and somewhat lower
in the case of methanol. It is noteworthy that there are no significant differences in the MT conversions
in the catalytic reaction over alumina and in the thermal oxidation. Instead, the methanol conversion
was very low in the thermal oxidation. It seems evident that alumina is responsible of lower activity of
the mixed oxides compared to the single oxide CeO2 and Co3O4.
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single oxides and in thermal oxidation.

In the reactions of MT and MeOH mixtures, the main products were SO2, HCHO, CO and dimethyl
disulfide (DMDS) with all the oxides tested. In addition, dimethyl sulfide (DMS) was formed with
CeO2 and Al2O3. Concentrations of these products are presented in Figure 7. Based on the results
(see Reactions 1 and 2) one can observe that formaldehyde formation starts when the temperature is
above 160 ◦C. The maximum formaldehyde concentration (≈500 ppm) was reached at 380 ◦C with
the CoAlCe catalyst and at 410 ◦C with the CoAl catalyst. Compared to our previous studies, the
optimal formaldehyde formation temperature was lower or very similar with these mixed oxides and
vanadium catalysts [53,58]. With our vanadium catalyst supported on titania-silica, alumina, zirconia
and hafnia, the maximum formaldehyde concentration was achieved at 400–500 ◦C depending on
vanadium loading and composition of the support [38,53,58]. However, even though the results look
promising, the maximum concentration of formaldehyde stayed at a lower level with the Co containing
mixed oxides than with the earlier tested vanadium catalysts.

As mentioned, the single oxides Co3O4 and CeO2 showed significantly better activities than
alumina. With Co3O4 and CeO2, the maximum concentration of formaldehyde was reached at the
rather low temperature of 395 ◦C. In addition, the formaldehyde yield increased to 83% with cerium
and cobalt oxides, which was nearly 27 vol-% higher than with the mixed oxide catalysts. Increasing
the relative amounts of Co3O4 and CeO2 in the mixed oxide or preparation of mixed oxide without
alumina, could tentatively improve the production of formaldehyde. Results of the formaldehyde
yield and reactants’ conversions at maximum formaldehyde production temperature are presented in
Table 4.
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Table 4. Comparison of samples in the reaction of the methanethiol and methanol mixture: formaldehyde
yield; methanethiol and methanol conversions at maximum formaldehyde production temperature.

Sample TFO,max (◦C) YFO (%) XMT (%) XMeOH (%)

CoAl 400 55 100 89
CoAlCe 370 57 100 84
Co3O4 395 83 100 81
Al2O3 540 35 100 100
CeO2 395 83 100 84
QS 1 590 47 100 32

Thermal 2 550 34 100 0
1 Quartz sand; one catalyst layer; amount of the sample 900 mg. 2 Thermal oxidation.

After the optimal formation temperature, formaldehyde reacted further to CO according to
Reaction 5 with all the other samples except alumina. In the case of Al2O3, the formation of CO started
before the optimal formaldehyde formation temperature, indicating incomplete oxidation of some
of the carbon containing products. When the results of mixed oxide catalysts are compared with the
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results of single oxides, the increase in CO above 300 ◦C might be due to the alumina-ceria interaction,
since it is not observed in the case of CoAl and Co3O4. The formaldehyde production with alumina
remained low, because higher amounts of CO and DMS were formed.

In addition to formaldehyde, the second main product was SO2, which was formed from MT
according to Reaction 2. The maximum concentration of SO2 was reached at the lowest temperatures
over CeO2 (365 ◦C) and Co3O4 (395 ◦C). With the CoAl and CoAlCe catalysts, the maximum SO2

formation was achieved at 500 ◦C and 445 ◦C, respectively. With Al2O3, the maximum, stable SO2

formation was achieved at temperatures above 500 ◦C.
As shown in Figure 7, at low temperatures MT reacts to DMDS according to Reaction 4 with the

mixed oxides, Co3O4 and CeO2. After the maximum DMDS concentration, DMDS reacts further with
formaldehyde and SO2. Over alumina, MT reacted at first to a small amount of DMDS, and a higher
amount of DMS was formed according to Reaction 3. Then, after ≈ 450 ◦C, these sulfur containing
intermediates were oxidized to SO2. It seems that when ceria and alumina are incorporated to a mixed
oxide, the tendency to form DMS disappears.

2.3. From Methanol to Formaldehyde

To study the reactions in more detail, the activities of the mixed oxides in the case of methanol
were inspected. Results are presented in Figure 8 and Table 5. The table presents the temperatures
when the conversion of MeOH was 50% (T50) and 90% (T90) and the temperatures when formaldehyde
yields reached the highest values. According to the total oxidation of methanol, the main oxidation
products are CO2 and water:

CH3OH + 3/2 O2→ CO2 + 2 H2O (7)

Both CoAl and CoAlCe showed good activity in the total oxidation of methanol at temperatures
higher than 230 ◦C and 205 ◦C, respectively. Based on the literature, complete oxidation of methanol
can be achieved at temperatures between 100 and 200 ◦C over noble metal catalysts [59–61]. Similar
results have been observed for 3D ordered mesoporous cubic Co3O4 fabricated with KIT-6 and SBA-16
templating methods [62]. Formaldehyde was the only noteworthy product apart from the total
oxidation products, and its formation stated at a low temperature, reaching the maximum of 300 ppm
(185 ◦C) with the CoAl catalyst and 200 ppm (175 ◦C) with the CoAlCe catalyst. When temperature
was increased further, formaldehyde produced CO2 by the following reaction.

HCHO + O2→ CO2 + H2O (8)

The addition of ceria in the mixed oxide did not have any significant impact on the formaldehyde
production, nor did total methanol oxidation. In the thermal experiment (data not shown in the
figure), we observed that formaldehyde formation started when the temperature was above 450 ◦C
and formaldehyde concentration was 100 ppm at 500 ◦C. Furthermore, CO2 was not formed when the
temperature was below 500 ◦C.

When comparing the reactions of MeOH alone and MeOH in a mixture with MT, significant
differences in the methanol conversion temperatures can be observed (see Table 5 and Figures S2 and
S3). In the reaction of MeOH and the MT mixture, the total conversion of methanol was shifted by
225–250 ◦C to higher temperatures. The change observed in the MeOH conversion was due to two
reasons. Firstly, in the mixture experiment ≈ 80 ppm additional MeOH was formed from MT. Secondly,
MT can probably compete for the same active site with methanol.

Based on previous studies [58,63], it can be concluded that formaldehyde production requires
an acidic catalyst. However, increasing the total acidity of the sample does not directly lead to better
formaldehyde production [58,64]. According to the literature [65], weak acidic and basic sites enhance
the selective oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde. All our mixed oxide samples indicate the presence
of both.
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Table 5. Comparison of light-off temperature, 90% conversion temperature (T50 and T90) and formaldehyde
yields in the reactions of methanol and a mixture of methanol and methanethiol over CoAl and
CoAlCe catalysts.

Sample Reactant T50 (◦C) 1 T90 (◦C) 1 TFO, max (◦C) 2 YFO (%)

CoAl MeOH 178 207 182 16
CoAlCe MeOH 178 197 178 17

CoAl MeOH+MT 248 417 400 55
CoAlCe MeOH+MT 255 407 370 57

1 T50 and T90 temperatures when the conversion of MeOH is 50% and 90%. 2 TFO, max temperature when formaldehyde
yield is at maximum.

2.4. From Methanethiol to Formaldehyde

To complete the study, the activities of mixed oxides were also studied in the case of methanethiol.
The results of the activity tests are presented in Figure 9 and Table 6. The table presents the temperatures
when conversion of MT is 50% (T50) and 90% (T90), and the temperatures when formaldehyde yields
reach their highest values. In the MT oxidative desulfurization, the CoAlCe catalyst showed better
activity than CoAl in the medium temperature range. At 90% conversion of MT, the temperature was
33 ◦C lower over CoAlCe than over CoAl. However, the total conversion of MT was reached almost
at the same temperature with both the catalysts. Concerning the MT reaction at low temperatures
(<200 ◦C), DMDS is formed first following the Reaction 4. Formation of SO2, HCHO and MeOH started
when the temperature increased above 180 ◦C. SO2 and formaldehyde production from MT occurs via
the Reaction 2. When temperature was increased to 325 ◦C, DMDS reacted further to formaldehyde and
SO2 with both the catalysts and also to MeOH with CoAl. The results show that higher formaldehyde
concentration at lower temperature was achieved over the CoAlCe catalyst; thus, it seems that ceria
promotes formaldehyde production. In the thermal experiment, MT was converted to products and
reaction intermediates at significantly higher temperatures.
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Figure 9. Products and reaction intermediates of methanethiol oxidative desulfurization over CoAl
and CoAlCe catalysts.

Table 6. Comparison of light-off temperatures (T50 and T90) and formaldehyde yields in the reactions
of methanethiol and a mixture of methanol and methanethiol over CoAl and CoAlCe catalysts.

Sample Reactant T50 (◦C) 1 T90 (◦C) 1 TFO, max (◦C) 2 YFO (%)

CoAl MT 222 356 390 52
CoAlCe MT 208 323 370 60

CoAl MeOH+MT 189 320 400 55
CoAlCe MeOH+MT 195 311 370 57

1 T50 and T90 temperatures when the conversion of MT is 50% and 90%. 2 TFO, max temperature when formaldehyde
yield is at its maximum.

When comparing the reactions of MT alone, and MT in a mixture with MeOH (see Table 6 and
Supplementary Material Figures S2 and S3), it seems like that the presence of MeOH in the mixture
is enhancing methanethiol conversion and formaldehyde yield in the medium temperature range.
Instead, there are no significant differences in the MT total conversion temperatures or the maximum
yields of formaldehyde.

2.5. Stability Test

The results showed that both the catalysts are options for formaldehyde production from a mixture
of methanol and methanethiol. However, ceria improves the selectivity of the CoAl catalyst towards
formaldehyde production, and thus it is interesting to include it to the pellet-form catalysts. Therefore,
we wanted to go further with this material. A pellet-form catalyst (CoAlCe-P) was prepared, and
a longer duration stability test (16 h) was carried out. A stability test was done at 425 ◦C with a
methanol (500 ppm) and methanethiol (500 ppm) mixture. At first, the activity tests were realized
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for the pellet-form catalysts; however, the results were not compared with the powder-form catalysts,
since the test conditions of the pellets and powders were not comparable due to the different GHSVs
(gas hourly space velocity). During the stability experiment, the conversion of methanethiol (88%) and
methanol (46%), and the yields of formaldehyde (31%) and SO2 (36%) remained stable. The observed
products during the reaction were SO2, HCHO, DMDS, DMS, CO and CO2.

The reactant conversions before (fresh) and after (16 h) the stability test are presented in Figure 10.
At the low temperature range, the methanol conversion was significantly lower with the 16 h catalyst
than with the fresh one, but the measured maximum conversion was reached at the same temperature.
Similarly, the conversion of MT was lower with the 16 h catalyst at a low temperature, but the complete
conversion of MT was reached at a somewhat lower temperature (445 ◦C) with the 16 h catalyst than
with the fresh catalyst (460 ◦C).
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Figure 10. Methanethiol and methanol conversion vs. temperature before (fresh) and after (16 h) the
stability test with the CoAlCe-P catalyst.

The concentrations of reactants and products before (fresh) and after (16 h) the stability test are
presented in Figure 11. Before raising the temperature, reactant concentrations were verified via the
by-pass line. There were no significant differences in the initial concentrations of MeOH and MT
between the experiments. Therefore, concentrations of the products before and after the stability
test can be compared reliably. With the 16 h catalysts, formation of FO and SO2 started at a higher
temperature, and the maximum concentrations reached were also slightly higher. DMDS formation
with the fresh catalyst started immediately when the gas stream was turned to the reactor at 100 ◦C.
With the 16 h catalyst, the formation of DMDS was slower and the maximum concentration was
reached at around 400 ◦C. The DMS formation with the 16 h catalyst was significantly higher than with
the fresh catalyst. When looking the CO formation, we can observe similar phenomenon to the case of
CoAlCe powder (Figure 7) for the fresh catalysts. Low temperature CO formation disappeared for the
16 h catalysts. CO2 was formed at low temperatures and stopped above 300 ◦C. In the case of the fresh
catalyst, the CO2 formation was higher. The CO2 formation is potentially due to bentonite used in the
pellets, which is able to capture ambient CO2 and release it in the beginning of the experiment. This is
also why it was not observed with the 16 h catalyst.

Changes in the catalyst properties after the 16 h stability test were investigated with scanning
electron microscope-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), N2 physisorption, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), XRD and Raman spectroscopy. Characterization results for the
fresh and 16 h catalysts are presented in Table 7. SEM-EDS was used for the determination of sulfur
content on the inner and outer surface of the 16 h CoAlCe-P (for the analysis the pellet was cut in
half). The amount of sulfur was higher on the outer surface of the 16 h catalyst, which was expected.
Accumulation of sulfur on the catalyst surface decreased the specific surface area and the total pore
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volume, and blocked smaller pores indicated by the increased average pore size of the pellets. During
the stability test, the specific surface area of the pellets decreased by 35%. In order to evaluate the
possible thermal effect on the physical properties of the sample, the thermal treatment (16 h, 425 ◦C)
was performed for a fresh pellet in the muffle furnace. It was found that thermal treatment did not
change the physical properties of the pellet.
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Table 7. Amounts of sulfur, specific surface areas, total pore volumes and the average pore sizes of the
fresh and 16 h catalysts.

CoAlCe-P Amount of Sulfur
(w-%)

Specific Surface
Area (m2 g−1)

Total Pore Volume
(cm3 g−1)

Average Pore Size
(nm)

Fresh - 85 0.33 15.4

16 h 0.1–0.9 1

2.9–5.8 2 55 0.26 18.6

Thermal-16h 3 - 82 0.33 15.8
1 Inner surface. 2 Outer surface. 3 Thermal treatment for 16 h at 425 ◦C.

XPS analysis was performed to determine the sulfur contents on the fresh and 16 h pellets and the
oxidation states of elements. Analysis was performed at the inner and outer surfaces of the fresh and
16 h samples. There were no significant differences between the outer and inner surfaces of the pellets,
and thus, the results of the inner surface were not included in the figures. All binding energy values of
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O1 s, Co 2p, Al 2p, Ce 3d, Si 2p and S 2p for fresh and 16 h CoAlCe-P are summarized in the Tables S1
and S2. Compound ratios and sulfur contents of fresh and 16 h CoAlCe-P are presented in Table 8.

Table 8. Surface compositions of fresh and 16 h CoAlCe-P as estimated by XPS.

CoAlCe-P Ce3+/Ce4+ Co3+/Co2+ Oβ/Ototal S (w-%)

Fresh inner surface 0.27 1.11 33.2 -
Fresh outer surface 0.28 1.53 42.7 -
16 h inner surface 0.92 3.05 37.9 5.0
16 h outer surface 0.89 3.28 45.6 5.3

The spectra of the Ce 3d and Co 2p are presented in Figure 12. The deconvolution of Ce 3d
spectra revealed two spin-orbit multiples, which correspond to Ce 3d5/2 (883.0–899.3 eV) and Ce
3d3/2 (901.4–916.7 eV) ionizations. For the fresh and 16 h samples, two peaks between 886.3–886.7 eV
and 904.3–904.8 eV correspond to Ce3+, which are in good agreement with the literature [66–68].
These peaks are labeled in Figure 12. Other peaks are related to Ce4+ [66–68]. Co 2p spectra show
two spin-orbit multiples, which correspond to Co 2p1/2 and Co 2p3/2 ionizations. The main peaks
correspond to either Co2+ or Co3+ species in the mixed oxide or Co3O4. From Figure 12 and Table 8,
it can be seen that after the stability test, the amounts of Ce3+ and Co3+ increased. In other words,
cerium is reduced and cobalt is oxidized during the stability test. According to Gómez et al. [35], these
changes in the oxidation states of cerium and cobalt may be related to re-oxidation of the reduced
cobalt oxide. The reactions can be written as [35]:

3 CoO + 2 CeO2→ Co3O4 + Ce2O3 (9)

Co2+ + Ce4+
↔ Co3+ + Ce3+ (10)
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The XPS spectra of Al 2p and O 1s are presented in Figure 13. The deconvolution of the Al 2p
spectra revealed three peaks on fresh CoAlCe-P. The main peak at 73.6 eV corresponds to the oxidation
state of 3+ in Al2O3 [69]. For the fresh sample, the peaks at 71.1 and 75.2 eV correspond to metallic
Al (Al0) and AlOOH or Al(OH)3, respectively [69,70]. In the 16 h sample, the amounts of Al3+ and
AlOOH or Al(OH)3 slightly increase, while the amount of Al0 decreases.
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The O 1s spectra show three peaks for the fresh sample, which can be attributed to the lattice
oxygen (Oα), chemisorbed oxygen (Oβ) and oxygen from carbonates or water (Oγ). Similarly, three
peaks can be found for the 16 h sample, but the spectrum shape differs significantly from the spectrum
of the fresh sample. Differences in the spectrum are probably due to sulfate oxygen present on the 16 h
pellet surface. According to the literature [69,71,72], the sulfate oxygen is located between 531.5 and
532.5 eV. Comparing these values in our deconvolution of O 1s, we can observe that the peaks at 531.9
and 532.4 eV may contain sulfate (Os).

For the 16 h CoAlCe-P, the deconvolution of S 2p spectra shows two peaks with binding energy
values of 170.4 and 169.2 eV that correspond to S 2p1/2 and S 2p3/2 ionizations of sulfate, respectively (see
Supplementary Material Figure S4). Based on the thermodynamics determined by HSC Chemistry®,
the formation of Ce2(SO4)3, Al2(SO4)3 and CoSO4 is possible at the operation temperature (425 ◦C) of
the stability test. The sulfur contents of the 16 h sample are presented in Table 8. Sulfur content is
slightly higher on the outer surface than the inner surface, which is in line with results of SEM-EDS.

The pellets were characterized by XRD in order to find out whether some modifications of the
crystalline phases occurred during preparation (phase transition, structural collapse). The diffractogram
of CoAlCe-P (Figure 14) indicates conservation of the spinel phase after pelletizing, and the occurrence
of a second crystalline phase related to bentonite. Thus, no changes in the crystalline nature of the
material occurred during the shaping. When the XRD results of the fresh and 16 h CoAlCe-P are
compared, we can notice some changes, especially in the 2θ values between 27◦ and 34◦. With the 16 h
CoAlCe-P, the bentonite peak at 27.8◦ and ceria peak at 33.3◦ disappeared, and the intensity of ceria
peak at 28.8◦ decreased. Furthermore, one new peak is observable at 29.9◦, which can be attributed
to the Ce2O3 (ICDD-JCPDS 23-1048) or the Ce2(SO4)3 (ICDD-JCPDS 01-0208) phase. Furthermore,
crystallite size of Co species increased from 12 to 15 nm.
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When comparing Raman spectra of the fresh CoAlCe powder (see Figure 4) and CoAlCe-P
(Figure 15), we can find the same main peaks for the mixed oxides and/or cobalt oxides (696, 635,
523, 485, 193 cm−1) and for cerium oxide (460 cm−1). All these peaks were shifted slightly to higher
wavenumber values. The spectrum of CoAlCe-P shows also the presence of peaks at 283, 380 and
825 cm−1 due to the use of bentonite as the binding agent.
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Figure 15. Raman spectra for fresh and 16 h CoAlCe pellet catalysts.

The use of CoAlCe-P under the stability test conditions caused a disappearance of the peak at
460 cm−1 corresponding to ceria leading to the spectrum that resembles the CoAl spectra. This is in line
with the XPS results, wherein the content of Ce4+ decreased. All the cobalt related signals remained
similar for the 16 h sample.

From the results, it can be concluded that CoAlCe-P is not significantly deactivated during the 16 h
experiments. No changes in the 100% conversion temperatures or formaldehyde yield were observed.
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However, the reactants’ conversions and products’ concentrations at the low temperature level are
affected. The characterization results showed that cerium was reduced and cobalt oxidized during
the 16 h experiment. Results related to the disappearance of the ceria peaks from XRD and Raman of
the 16 h pellets are interesting, since they support our hypothesis related to the low-temperature CO
formation. It indeed seems that the low temperature (≈250–350 ◦C) CO formation over fresh CoAlCe-P
is caused by ceria (Ce4+). Powdery CoAlCe also contains more Ce4+ than Ce3+. When looking the
SEM-EDS and XPS results, we observed that more sulfur accumulated on the outer surface of catalyst
than on the inner surface. Accumulated sulfur is present on the surface of the catalyst as sulfate.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Catalyst Preparation

The mixed oxides were synthetized by the hydrotalcite-method [27,49]. An aqueous solution of
200 mL was prepared with appropriate amounts of Co(NO3)2·6H2O and Al(NO3)3·9H2O with the
molar ratio of Co2+/Al3+ of 6/2 (Solution A). This solution was added drop by drop to 300 mL of a
Na2CO3 solution (1 mol L−1, Solution B). The pH of the solution was maintained at 10.5 with NaOH
(10 mol L−1). After addition, the suspension was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. Then, the
resultant solid material was filtered and washed with hot deionized water (≈60 ◦C). The solid material
obtained was dried in an oven for 64h at 60 ◦C before grinding. The same methodology was used
for the synthesis of CoAlCe following a similar molar ratio (M2+/M3+ = 3) and using a cerium nitrate
(Ce(NO3)3·6H2O) as the source of cerium in the solution A. Finally, a thermal treatment was performed
under air flow (4 L h−1, 1 ◦C min−1, 4 h at 500 ◦C) to obtain a mixed oxide. The calcined samples are
named CoAl and CoAlCe.

The shaping method of the mixed oxide CoAlCe was previously tested with commercial
materials [73]. It consists of mixing the catalyst powder with bentonite (binder agent), diethyglycol
(plasticizer agent), urea (blowing agent) and water (blending agent). The amount of added water to
achieve adequate mixing was measured during the preparation (mwater/mmixture = 1.26). An equivalent
mass of water corresponding to 40% of the solid mass was taken as a starting point. Water was then
progressively added to the mixture until a paste was obtained with the ideal texture: homogeneous,
smooth, non-brittle and non-sticky. After obtaining the paste, it was allowed to stand one hour before
being passed to the rolling-mill to completely homogenize the paste and to remove any trapped air.
The paste was then extruded over a die with holes having a diameter of 3 mm. The laces obtained
were cut in 5 mm pellets, after an adequate drying time. The pellets were left to dry on a plate in open
air overnight and then calcined using the same temperature program as with the CoAlCe powder.
The shaped material is denoted as CoAlCe-P. The composition applied for shaping of the catalyst
CoAlCe-P was 65 wt-% catalyst powder, 20 wt-% bentonite, 5 wt-% diethylglygol and 10 wt-% urea.
Thermal treatment was performed at 500 ◦C during 10 h.

The commercial single oxides γ-Al2O3 (Merck) and CeO2 (Rhodia) were calcined at 600 ◦C for 4 h
before using in the experiments. Preparation of Co3O4 was realized following the method described
by Yu et al. [74]: Calcining the precipitates from the mixture of solutions of cobalt nitrate hexahydrate
and Na2CO3. A calculated amount of cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 98.0%, Wako Pure
Chemical Industries Ltd.), was dissolved in distilled water. The aqueous solutions of Co(NO3)2 and
Na2CO3 were heated to 70 ◦C and mixed with each other. Then, the solution was aged at 70 ◦C for
1 h. Finally, the precipitate was washed with distilled water, filtered and dried at 100 ◦C overnight.
The calcination of the precipitate was carried out at 500 ◦C for 4 h in air.

3.2. Catalyst Characterization

The specific surface areas, pore sizes and total pore volumes for single oxides and CoAlCe pellet
samples were determined by N2 physisorption at −196 ◦C using a Micromeritics ASAP2020 analyzer
(Norcross, GA, USA). Prior to the measurements, the samples were evacuated first at 150 ◦C for 30 min
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and then at 300 ◦C for 120 min. Textural properties of CoAl were determined using a BELSORP-max
automatic manometric sorption analyzer (Bel Japan, Inc., Japan). A QSurf M1 apparatus (Thermo
Electron, Waltham, MA, USA) was used for CoAlCe. Specific surface areas of the materials were
determined with the Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) method. The Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH)
method was used to determine the pore sizes and total pore volume distributions.

Crystalline structures were determined at room temperature from X-ray diffraction (XRD) recorded
on a D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker AXS, Champs-Sur-Marne, France) equipped with a copper
anode (λ = 1.5406 Å) and a LynxEye Detector. The scattering intensities were measured over an angular
range of 10◦≤ 2θ≤ 80◦ for all samples with a step-size of ∆(2θ) = 0.02◦ and a count time of 2 s per step.
The diffraction patterns were compared with the “Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards”
(JCPDS) files. The structural characterization of the destruction of hydrotalcite was obtained with
an Anton-Paar TTK450 temperature chamber installed on the D8 Advance apparatus. Powder X-ray
diffraction measurements were performed at several temperatures (25, 65, 185, 225 and 300 ◦C),
corresponding to each step of hydrotalcite structure decomposition observed with the thermal analysis
(Figure 1). The X-ray patterns were obtained at a 0.02◦ (2θ) step size and 2 s per step in the 10–65◦ (2θ)
range. Ten-minute XRD measurements on the same range (10–65◦) were also recorded during each rise
in temperature (1 ◦C min−1). Crystallite sizes were calculated using Scherrer equation.

For the elemental analysis, 50.0 mg of powder was dissolved in 5 mL of aqua regia (HNO3/HCl 1:2)
under microwaving for 30 min (CEM, model MARSXpress, Matthews, CA, USA). Then, the solution
was extended to 50.0 mL with ultrapure water and filtered with 0.45 µm cellulosic micro-filter. Analysis
was performed with an ICP-OES (Thermo Electron, model ICAP 6300 Duo, Waltham, MA, USA).

Raman spectroscopy was used to obtain structural information of the catalysts. The Raman
spectra were measured with a Timegated® 532 Raman Spectrometer (Timegate Instruments, Inc., Oulu,
Finland) using a fiber coupled pulsed 532 nm laser and a single photon counting CMOS SPAD matrix
detector with 100 ps time resolution. The system allows suppression of the possible fluorescence
interference. The data were collected with the Raman shift range from 100 to 1100 cm−1 with the
spectral resolution of 10 cm−1.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS, Zeiss Ultra Plus, Germany,) was used to observe
the amount of sulfur on the used sample. Prior to the measurements, the sample was coated with carbon.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed with a Thermo Fisher Scientific
ESCALab 250Xi spectrometer (Waltham, MA, USA) with a monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation
source operated pass energy of 20 eV. Data analysis was performed by the ThermoAvantageTM software
(v5.957, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) and mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian function
was used in the fitting of signal. Binding energies were calibrated to the C1s peak line at 284.8 eV.

Temperature programmed reduction (H2-TPR), oxidation (TPO), NH3 desorption (NH3-TPD) and
CO2 desorption (CO2-TPD) were performed using an AutoChem II 2090 (Micromeritics Instrument
Corp., Norcross, GA, USA) with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Three analyses were performed
subsequently, starting with H2-TPR for the reducibility information, TPO for re-oxidation and NH3-TPD
for total acidity determination. First, around 30 mg of the sample was pre-treated in a U-shape quartz
reactor in an O2 flow (50 mL min−1) at 500 ◦C for 30 min. After cooling down to room temperature
under O2 flow, the excess oxygen was removed by flushing the sample with He for 30 min. H2-TPR
measurements were done under 10% H2 in Ar from room temperature to 500 ◦C at a heating rate of
10 ◦C min−1. Thereafter, the sample was flushed with He for 30 min, and 5%O2 in He was used to
re-oxidize the sample. TPO analyses were carried out from room temperature up to 500 ◦C with a
heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1. Prior to the NH3-TPD analysis, the sample was cooled to 100 ◦C under a
He flow and flushed with He for 10 min. NH3 adsorption (15% NH3 in He, 50 mL min−1) was done
at 100 ◦C during 60 min. Thereafter, excess NH3 was flushed with He for 30 min. Finally, the NH3

desorption was carried out from 100 ◦C up to 500 ◦C with the heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1 under a He
flow. Prior to the CO2-TPD analysis the samples (around 30 mg) were flushed in a He flow at 450 ◦C
for 30 min. Then, CO2 adsorption (5%CO2 in He, 50 mL min−1) was carried out at 50 ◦C during 60 min.
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After adsorption, the sample was flushed with He for 30 min. Desorption of CO2 was realized from 50
to 600 ◦C with a heating rate of 10 ◦Cmin−1.

3.3. Reaction and Stability Tests

Performance of two powder-form catalysts (CoAl and CoAlCe) were evaluated in the utilization
of methanol (MeOH), and methanethiol (MT) separately, and in a mixture of MeOH and MT to produce
formaldehyde. To obtain more fundamental information on the oxides involved, single oxides CeO2,
Al2O3 and Co3O4 were also studied in the reaction mixture of MeOH and MT. In addition, 16 h
stability tests were carried out with CoAlCe-P pellets to evaluate stability of the materials. Experiments
were carried out with a laboratory scale equipment (see Supplementary Material Figure S5), which
has been described in an article by Koivikko et al. [53]. The measured compounds are listed in the
Supplementary Material.

The total gas flow (1 L min−1) contained 1000 ppm MeOH, 1000 ppm MT or 500 ppm MT and
500 ppm MeOH as a mixture. The catalyst sample (100 mg) was divided into three layers in a quartz
reactor between the quartz wool and quartz sand (900 mg). The composition of the gas flow at the outlet
of the reactor was measured by an FT-IR analyzer (GasmetTM CR-2000, Turku, Finland). The light-off

tests were carried out with the heating rate of 5 ◦C min−1 starting from 100 ◦C up to 500 ◦C.
The stability of pelletized CoAlCe (CoAlCe-P) was examined in formaldehyde production from a

mixture of 500 ppm MT and 500 ppm MeOH for 16 h. In this case, the catalyst’s quantity was 500 mg
and the catalyst was packed in the reactor between quartz wool plugs without using quartz sand.
The total gas flow was 1 L min−1. At the beginning of the stability experiment, one light-off experiment
was done with the heating rate of 5 ◦C min−1 starting from 100 ◦C up to the 500 ◦C. The temperature
was decreased, and stability test was carried out at 425 ◦C. At the end of the stability test, a second
light-off experiment was performed by using the same conditions as in the first light-off experiment.

4. Conclusions

Cobalt–alumina and cobalt–alumina–ceria catalysts were prepared, characterized and examined
in the production of formaldehyde from diluted streams of methanol and methanethiol. The use of
the hydrotalcite method led to Co2AlO4 spinel formation. Cerium seems not to be included in the
CoAl structure, but appears as CeO2 in the catalyst. Raman analysis shows the possibility of Ce-Al
interaction. Pelletizing did not alter the CoAlCe structure. The cobalt–alumina–ceria catalyst was
slightly better in formaldehyde production, probably due to the lower redox temperatures and higher
amount of acidity and basicity. The stability of CoAlCe was investigated with a pelletized CoAlCe-P
catalyst under the MeOH/MT mixture during 16 h. After the experiment, cobalt was oxidized (Co2+

→

Co3+), cerium was reduced (Ce4+
→ Ce3+) and sulfates were formed, especially on the outer surface

of the pellet. These changes affected the low temperature performance of the catalyst; however,
formaldehyde yield remained unchanged. The CoAlCe catalyst shows a similar temperature range
for formaldehyde production to the more studied vanadia catalysts, which shows its potential in
this application.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/10/4/424/s1.
Figure S1: XRD diffractograms related to the destruction of the lamellar structure for CoAl. Figure S2: Reactants
conversions, methanol and formaldehyde yields in the methanol (500 ppm) and methanethiol (500 ppm) mixture
reaction, methanol reaction (1000 ppm), and methanethiol reaction (1000 ppm) over the CoAl catalyst. Figure S3:
Reactants conversions, methanol and formaldehyde yields during methanol (500 ppm) and methanethiol (500 ppm)
mixture reaction, methanol reaction (1000 ppm), and methanethiol reaction (1000 ppm) over the CoAlCe catalyst.
Table S1: Binding energies of O 1s and Ce 3d for fresh and 16 h CoAlCe pellets. Table S2: Binding energies of
Co 2p, Al 2p, Si 2p, and S 2p for fresh and 16 h CoAlCe pellets. Figure S4: The XPS spectra of S 2p for the 16 h
CoAlCe pellet. Figure S5: Laboratory-scale set-up for light-off and stability experiments.
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